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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

HEREʼS THE “SKINNY” ON CATCHING MORE SALTWATER GAMEFISH WITH

ACMEʼS NEW KASTMASTER® XL

Versatile Metal Spoon Imitates Slender Bodied Baitfish, Casts Far to Reach Hungry Predators

The recently introduced Kastmaster® XL spoon from Acme Tackle Company has taken the saltwater

fishing scene by storm.  Whether tossed into the surf zone, fished inshore from boats or used as a light-

tackle secret weapon offshore, the elongated body and unique design of Acmeʼs Kastmaster XL elicits

jarring strikes.  In just a short time, itʼs become a top choice of anglers targeting striped bass, bluefish,

weakfish, bonito, albacore and Spanish mackerel.

There are several advantages to the Kastmaster XLʼs stretched-out design.  For one, itʼs an ideal

choice whenever gamefish are feeding on slender-bodied baitfish like anchovies, sand eels, silversides,

candlefish and smelt.  This design also allows the Kastmaster XL to cast accurately over long

distances, even in strong head or crosswinds.  And like the venerable Kastmaster slab-sided spoon

itʼs named after, this lure can be fished or trolled effectively at any speed — or even vertically jigged.

Acme offers the following advice to help anglers make the most of this lureʼs fish-catching capabilities.

Fishermen can maximize casting range with the Kastmaster XL by fishing it with appropriate spinning

gear.  The 4” and 4-1/2” Kastmaster XLs are ideal for casting with 12- to 15-lb. test line (or small

diameter braid), while the 2-3/4” and 3-1/2” Kastmaster XLs are perfect for light tackle and 6- to 10-lb.

line.  Whether on shore or in a boat, this added distance will let you target fish formerly out of reach.

When youʼre casting to busting blues or schooling mackerel, gauge which way the fish are traveling and

lead the feeding fish.  Cast where the fish are heading, not where they were.  Donʼt be afraid to let your

lure sink a few seconds if youʼre not getting bit, as the bulk of the school can often be below the fish

you see.

Experiment with different speeds to find the retrieve that triggers fish to attack.  When gamefish are

up on the surface chasing fast moving, jumping baitfish, try ripping the Kastmaster back at breakneck

speed.  Its frantic action at or just under the surface is often more than predators can stand.  When
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fishing from a boat, try stopping your lure mid-retrieve to let it sink.  Gamefish will often follow the

Kastmaster XL until it drops — looking like a dying baitfish —triggering a smashing strike.  If youʼre

seeing schools of bait and gamefish on your boatʼs fishfinder, try casting around the edges of the

school, sink the lure to the approximate depth, and reeling in at medium speed.  Donʼt be afraid to

position the boat right over the life and jig the Kastmaster XL vertically.

For more information about the new Kastmaster XL — or Acmeʼs full line of proven metal fishing lures

for salt and freshwater angling — contact Acme Tackle Co. at 69 Bucklin St., Providence, RI 02907 •

Telephone: (401) 331-6437 • Or visit online at: www.acmetackle.com.
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